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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to study the effect of traffic
differentiation and priority scheduling in providing Quality of
Service (QoS) for e-learning applications in Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) networks. A simulation
model of the UMTS network has been developed and used to
study performance of e-learning applications as perceived by
users. Priority scheduling is used to prioritize traffic between
e-learning and other conventional users according to their
QoS requirements. Simulation results show that a UMTS
network configured with traffic differentiation and priority
scheduling can deliver e-learning services with page response
time of less than 4 seconds. This performance is within the
acceptable values of web-based applications quality of
service.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
has the potential to offer different types of services ranging
from voice, data, multimedia streaming and video
conferencing in a mobile environment. The UMTS networks
are widely deployed in many countries. The networks
improve performance of data application by offering high data
rate and a reduced delay. Due to their improved performance
and a wide deployment, UMTS networks are envisioned as a
potential solution to deliver e-Learning services in education,
especially in developing countries. e-Learning refers to
teaching and learning that is facilitated and supported by
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). It is
simply a medium for delivering learning and it covers a wide
range of activities from supported learning, to blended or
hybrid learning (the combination of traditional and e-learning
practices), to learning that occurs 100% online. There is a
wide variety of applications, that are used to facilitate delivery
of e-learning services. They span static or dynamic web pages
with text, diagrams or pictures, auto-corrected quizzes for self
assessment, distance lecturing, video clips, narrated slide
shows, instant messaging and video conferencing.
Therefore, e-learning traffic is expected to co-exist with
conventional traffic from other non-e-Learning users. It is
expected that conventional services (non e-Learning traffic)
will have an impact on the e-learning service performance. It
is also challenging to simultaneous support multi-services
with different quality of service requirements in the UMTS
networks. This challenge is more critical in access network
where air interface resources are usually scarce. However,
Radio Resource Management (RRM) in UMTS network is
responsible for efficient utilization of the air interface. One of
the responsibilities of RRM is to guarantee Quality of Service
(QoS) negotiated during Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context

setup to establish a radio access bearer. During establishment
of radio access bearer, user equipment requests quality of
service profile required for that access bearer. The core
network provides the requested QoS profile over the Iu
interface to the radio access network. When radio resources
are scarce, the QoS profile parameters help the packet
scheduler to decide how to allocate the radio resources to
different users.
Public communication networks such as UMTS, are basically
configured as best effort, where all services share network
resources equally; they get the same bit rate and experience
the same delay. Network dimensioning is done in such a way
that, bit rate or delay fulfils the most stringent requirements of
the services provided in that network. Consequently, other
services such as the background type of service, enjoys same
quality, which is unnecessarily good and wastage of network
resources [1]. Moreover, traffic profiles across these networks
are widely heterogeneous with respect to volumes of data per
customer and QoS requirements. There is definitely unbalance
between light users on voice only service or reading e-mail
and heavy users on video streaming or multimedia-based
video conferencing. When the network is loaded, this
unbalanced usage of network resources can result into heavy
users dominating the network. In such a situation, deploying
e-learning services in a network configured on best effort
basis, can compromise their performance due to presence of
traffic from other users. Therefore, it is useful to take
necessary measures to guarantee QoS for the mission-critic
applications such as e-learning.
This paper presents a simulation modeling approach to study
performance of UMTS network in delivering e-Learning
services. The simulation modeling focuses on investigating
the use of traffic differentiation and priority scheduling
mechanisms to guarantee performance of e-learning
applications in UMTS networks. Motivation to use simulation
modeling approach is because, with simulation modeling
approach, application performance can be evaluated prior to
its deployment to the real world network. Correct results from
the model can lead to an informed decision on whether the
real world model implementation is beneficial or not [10].
This can overcome risks and expenses of implementing wrong
decisions as well as rescues productivity loses due to poor
application performance. Most of the research work found in
literature concentrated on network-oriented performance
evaluation of UMTS networks. They include studies on
impact of base station and antenna configuration to improve
cell capacity [2], [3] and access network dimensioning to
optimize cost of network deployment as well as supporting
multiple applications with different QoS constraints [4]. On
the other hand, application-oriented performance, which is
also referred to as user-perceived QoS studies were done
analytically [5], [6] or based on measurements from live
operational networks [7], [8], [9].
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents an overview of QoS architecture of the UMTS
network and radio resource management. Section 3 is about
modeling UMTS network and applications´ traffic for
performance evaluation. Section 4 describes simulation
scenarios. Section 5 presents simulation results and their
respective discussions. Section 6 presents the conclusion and
outlook for further research.

2. UMTS QUALITY OF SERVICE
ARCHITECTURE AND RADIO
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (RRM)
UMTS network can provide triple-play services comprising of
data, video and voice. The services traffic pass through
different network nodes on their way from a source terminal
equipment (TE) to the destination TE. Therefore, the end-toend QoS provisioning in UMTS network depends on the
performance of three distinct parts: the terminal
equipment/mobile termination (TE/MT) bearer service, the
UMTS bearer service, and the external bearer service as
illustrated in Figure 1. A bearer service in UMTS network
incorporates all aspects needed to provide a pre-defined
quality to a particular service [1], [11], [12].

load control specifications are set during radio network
planning while a packet scheduling scheme is a configurable
parameter.
WCDMA packet scheduling functionalities are located in the
Radio Network Controller (RNC). There are user-specific
packet scheduling and cell-specific packet scheduling. The
user-specific packet scheduling controls utilization of
transport channels and their bit rates according to traffic
volume. Cell-specific packet scheduling controls sharing of
the radio resources, it divides the non-real time capacity
between simultaneous users. The target of the cell-specific
scheduling is to use efficiently all the remaining cell capacity
for non-real time connections while maintaining interference
level within the planned values so that real time connections
are not affected. The cell-specific scheduling operates
periodically. This period is a configurable parameter and its
value typically ranges from 100ms to 1s. If the load exceeds
the target, the packet scheduler can decrease the load by
decreasing bit rate of the packet bearer. If the load is less than
the target, it can increase the load by allocating higher bit
rates.
During establishment of radio access bearer, user equipment
requests quality of service profile required for that access
bearer. The core network provides the requested QoS profile
(parameters and values) over the Iu interface to the WCDMA
radio access network. The aim of the QoS profile is to specify
QoS requirements of different users. When radio resources are
scarce, the QoS profile parameters help the packet scheduler
to decide on how to allocate capacity to different users based
on their priority parameters specified in their QoS profile.

3. MODELLING UMTS NETWORK
AND APPLICATIONS TRAFFIC

Fig 1: UMTS QoS architecture [1]

The UMTS network model was developed by using OPNET
modeler 16.0. The modeler is a discrete event simulator,
which provide environment to support modeling of
communication systems. The simulated UMTS model is as
shown in Figure 2. It represents multiple users (UEs)
accessing web based e-learning applications from an
application server, abbreviated as App-server via the UMTS
network.

In UMTS network, when a terminal equipment gets connected
to the network, a tunnel is established between the terminal
and the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). This tunnel is
known as Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context. It provides the
UMTS bearer services. QoS is one of the most important
attributes of a PDP context and is negotiated during PDP
context setup. It indicates the type of traffic class
(conversational, streaming, interactive or background), for
which the context is negotiated.
Radio Resource Management (RRM) is used to guarantee the
QoS negotiated during PDP context setup in order to maintain
the planned coverage area and to offer the planned capacity.
In general, RRM is responsible for efficient utilization of the
air interface resources. RRM algorithms are divided into five
groups: handover control, power control, admission control,
load control, and packet scheduling functionalities. Handovers
are responsible in cellular systems to handle mobility of the
User Equipments (UEs) across cell boundaries. Power control
is needed to keep the interference levels at minimum in the air
interface. Admission control, load control and packet
scheduling are responsible to guarantee quality of service and
to maximize the system throughput of different traffic mix
with different QoS requirements [1]. Admission control and

Fig 2: The simulated model of UMTS network
In this work, e-learning applications are categorized into two
major groups called light-media applications and rich-media
applications. The categorization is based on the nature of an
application and its requirements for network capacity. Lightmedia are the less bandwidth-greedy applications such as
static or dynamic web pages with text, diagrams and pictures
or images, narrated slide shows such as power point
presentation with embedded audio explanations, autocorrected
quizzes for self assessment and online chatting (instant
messaging). The rich-media applications encompass video
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streaming, video conferencing and distance lecturing which
consists of audio and multimedia contents. The e-learning
applications were represented by source traffic models during
simulations. Source traffic models are the representation of an
application behavior in a network. They are designed to
generate an input load for evaluation, either analytically or by
simulation [13], [14]. The light-media and rich-media elearning applications are both web based applications. The
term web traffic comprises of all Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) traffic generated during a session with a
typical web browser in a particular web based application.
Therefore, it is necessary to define source traffic models
which represents characteristics of web based e-learning
applications.
The OPNET modeler has built-in standard source traffic
models representing different applications. Therefore, in this
work, the standard built-in OPNET´s HTTP model was used
to generate HTTP-based e-learning traffic into the network
model for simulation. Two types of e-learning applications
called Online-Learning and Quiz & Tests were configured to
represent
rich-media
and
light-media
applications
respectively. Their respective parameters and values are
shown in table 1.
Table 1. Parameter and values specified for http traffic
model
Attribute
Value
Online-Learning (Heavy Browsing)
HTTP
Specification

HTTP 1.1

Page Inter-arrival
Time

Exponential (60)

Page Properties

Objects Size

Objects
Page

Constant (1000)

Constant (1)

Medium image

Constant (5)

Initial
Probability

Page
Server

Server Selection

Repeat

Browse
RSVP Parameter

None

Type of Service

Interactive multimedia

per

per

Exponential
(10)

Quiz & Tests (Light Browsing)
HTTP Specification

HTTP 1.1

Page
Time

Exponential (720)

Inter-arrival

Page Properties

Server Selection

Objects Size

Objects
Page

per

Constant (500)

Constant (1)

Small image

Constant (5)

Initial
Repeat
Probability

Page
Server

Browse

Exponential

(10)
RSVP Parameter

None

Type of Service

Interactive Multimedia

4. SIMULATION SCENARIOS
Simulations for performance evaluation of e-learning
applications in UMTS networks were performed in different
scenarios. Scenario 1 was meant to verify if the developed
model operated as it was intended to. Model verification is the
process of determining, if the simulated model is correctly
implemented as well as if it functions correctly. This was
accomplished by running the scenario 1 simulation in the
OPNET´s debugger mode. Statistics were collected to check,
if there were no errors, which means that the model was
correctly implemented and functioning properly.
Scenario 2 was for model validation. This is to investigate, if
the simulated model behaves as the real system it represents.
Model validation is the process of determining if a simulation
model correctly represents the real system. A simulation
model can be validated by being examined by experts (expert
intuition), by comparing simulation results with
measurements results from a real system, or by comparing
simulation results with theoretical results. Among the three
methods, comparing simulation results and measurements
from a real system is the most reliable way of validating a
simulation model and it was the primary validation method
used in this paper. Real network measurement results were
taken from the work of Hari and Holma [1], who conducted
capacity measurement from a single cell UMTS network
configured to offer 384kbps packet data rate in the downlink
direction. In this paper, the network model was as well
simulated to represent a single cell configured to offer
64/384kbps data rate at uplink/downlink respectively.
Scenario 3 aimed at establishing baseline (best case) data of elearning application performance. This is a simulation of only
e-learning applications in the network without any other
traffic. The two e-learning applications were defined and their
respective source traffic models were configured. The
configured parameter values for the e-learning source traffic
models are as shown in table 1 in section 3.
Simulation scenario 4 presented effect of contending traffic to
the e-learning traffic (Best effort network configuration). This
scenario represents a real world situation in which e-learning
applications will be sharing the same network resources with
other users as well, as illustrated in Figure 3. In this paper, elearning traffic was modelled as an interactive (web based)
multimedia traffic and contending traffic was modeled as an
application, which downloads updates for the database
automatically in the background, as shown in Table 2.
Presence of background traffic affects performance of explicit
(e-learning) traffic by inducing additional delays. The
background traffic results in queue build-up at intermediate
devices, hence causes delays based on the queue length at any
given time.

per
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Fig 3: Best effort network configuration [1]

Table 2. Parameter and values for interactive and background traffic specified for http traffic model
Traffic
Configuration
QoS Parameters

e-Learning
Traffic

Differentiation Best Effort Configuration
Contending
(Background)
Traffic

e-Learning
Traffic

UMTS
Higher layer data to DiffServ-Based DiffServ-Based
ToS-Based
Logical
logical
channel
Channel
mapping
configuration
Logical
channel ToS
= ToS=Background ToS=Interactive
definition
Interactive
(QoS3)
--> (QoS2)
-->
(QoS2)
--> Background
Interactive
Interactive
multimedia
multimedia
DiffServ=AF23 DiffServ =AF22 DiffServ
=AF23
Priority =3
Priority=0
Priority=0
Weight = 0
UMTS
logical
signaling
channel
configuration
UMTS QoS
profile
configuration

Weight = 0

Contending
(Background)
Traffic
ToS-Based

ToS=Background
(QoS3)
-->
Background

DiffServ =AF22
Priority=0

Weight = 0

Weight = 0

Queuing Scheme

Strictly Priority Strictly Priority

Weighted
Round Robin

Weighted Round
Robin

Delivery
of
erroneous SDU
Max. Bit rate Uplink
(kbps)
Max.
bit
rate
Downlink (kbps)
Delivery order

No

No

No

No

64

64

64

64

384

384

384

384

No

No

No

No

1,500

1,500

1,500

_

_

_

Priority 3

Lowest priority

Weighted
Round Robin

Weighted Round
Robin

Max. SDU size 1,500
(octet)
Transfer delay (ms) _

Allocation/Retention Priority 3
Lowest priority
Priority
Mapped
logical Strictly priority Strictly priority
channel
queuing
scheme
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The final scenario 5 aimed at studying the effect of
configuring traffic differentiation in a network in order to
guarantee the required QoS for e-learning applications. Traffic
differentiation is illustared in Figure 4. Priority scheduling
was used to differentiate traffic where e-learning traffic was
assigned higher priority than contending background traffic as
shown in Table 2. From users´ perspective, page response
time is the relevant performance metric for web-based
applications QoS. Therefore, it was used as a key performance
parameter.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Results for model verification and
validation (scenario 1 and 2)
Results from the discrete event simulation log table showed
that the implemented UMTS model runs successful without
errors. This verified that the UMTS model was correctly
implemented.
Results of measurements conducted by Hari & Holma [1]
from the real world operational networks showed that a single
cell configured to offer 384kbps data rate in the downlink
direction can only serve seven (7) simultaneous users. The
maximum number of simultaneous users is determined by the
pole capacity which is always limited by the maximum
downlink power of the cell. Therefore more than seven users
shall experience much longer delays as the cell is already at
its maximum power.

Fig 4: Traffic differentiation network configuration [1]

The simulated network model was developed to represent a
single cell of the UMTS network offering web based elearning services. Users were added to the model one at a time
up to the optimal number where value of the page response
time was at maximum (4seconds) according to the threshold
set for acceptable performance of a web browsing applications
[15], [16]. Interactive application performance parameters and
their acceptable range of metrics (values) are shown in Table
3.

Table 3: Performance Targets for Interactive Services [15],[17]
Medium

Application

Degree of
Symmetry

Typical
Data
rates /Amount of
data

Key performance parameters and target
values
One way delay
(Response
Time)

Audio

Voice
messaging

Primarily
one-way

4 - 32kbps

<1
sec
playbacks

for

<2
sec
records

for

Delay
variation
within a cell

Information
loss

<1 msec

< 3% packet
loss

Data

Web
Browsing

Primarily
one-way

~ 10 KB

< 4 sec/page

NA

Zero

Data

Transaction
services
high priority

Two-way

< 10 KB

< 4 sec

NA

Zero

Primarily
one-way

< 10 KB

< 4 sec

NA

Zero

(e.g
ecommerce.
ATM)
Data

E-mail
(server
access)

Simulation results of a page response time for seven users in a cell show that, most of the time, users were experiencing a page
response time of less than 4 seconds, as shown in Figure 5, which is within the acceptable performance values.
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Fig 5: e-learning application´s page response time for
seven users.
When the eighth user was added, users were experiencing a
page response time of 4seconds or more than 4seconds, as
shown in Figure 6, which is a violation of the web based
application´s performance target. This is because the cell was
already at its maximum pole capacity, hence additional user
caused the delay that resulted into performance target
violations. Results are inline with field measurement done by
Hari & Holma [1]. Since simulation results tally properly with
measurement results, hence the model is a valid representation
of the UMTS single cell network configured to offer
64/384kbps data rates in uplink/downlink respectively.

Fig 7: Average page response times in the best case
scenario

5.3 Results of best effort configuration
(scenario 4).
Within the network cell vicinity in the real world situation, elearning applications share network resources with other
applications such as the conventional telephone (voice)
services, short messaging services (sms) and other web based
data services. In this scenario, the simulated network model
was configured to serve both e-learning and contending traffic
in a best effort basis. Page response time results of the elearning applications with the presence of contending traffic,
configured as background updates of database are shown in
Figure 8.

Fig 6: e-learning application´s page response time for eight
users.

5.2 Baseline (best case) e-learning
application performance results (scenario
3).
The simulated model was configured to serve two e-learning
applications in a best effort basis and there was no contending
traffic introduced in the model. Statistics were collected for
applications page response time as shown in Figure 7. The
obtained results show that most of the time users were
experiencing a page response time of less than 4seconds,
which is within the acceptable performance values.

Fig 8: Average page response time of e-learning
applications with presence of background traffic
Page response times are more than four seconds (4Sec), which
is out of the acceptable performance values. The increase in
the page response time is caused by increase in delay due to
presence of background traffic.

5.4 Results of traffic differentiation
configuration (Scenario 5)
Simulation results of page response times of e-learning
applications performance in a network configured with traffic
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differentiation and priority scheduling are presented in Figure
9. The results showed an improvement in the page response
time, most of the time, users were experiencing page response
of less than 4seconds.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
Fig 9: Average page response time of e-learning
applications with traffic differentiation and priority
scheduling

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a simulation modeling of UMTS
network. The simulated model was used to evaluate
performance of web based e-learning applications. Interactive
and background UMTS application traffic classes were used
to represent the simulated web based e-learning applications.
Results showed that performance of e-learning applications
delivered in a network, which is configured in best effort
basis, achieved a page response time of more than 4seconds,
which was out of the acceptable performance values.
Configuration of traffic differentiation and priority scheduling
showed improvement in the applications performance, where
users experienced a page response time of less than 4seconds.
These results suggest that in order to deliver e-learning
applications with the required QoS, mechanisms to guaranteed
QoS, such as traffic differentiation and priority scheduling,
are to be configured in a network. The simulated model can be
used as a laboratory tool for testing performance of
applications in UMTS network prior to their deployment in
real world network. The future outlook of this research is to
perform evaluation of e-learning applications in UMTS
network taking into account all the four (conversational,
streaming, interactive and background) applications traffic
classes.
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